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Name:

Juan Betancourt

Grade Level:
population growth (predator-prey scenario)
Objective: Students will explore the effects of predator-prey relations by adjusting and
building a model using Agent Sheets

Science concept:
Population
Gases behave depending on the conditions they are present. Relationships
Food Pyramid
between variables involve pressure, volume, moles and temperature. These relations can
Predator Prey
be direct or indirect.
Standard 4

Teachers and student role:
In this activity students will explore things that will make a population increase and
decrease as well as adjusting parameters in the model and seeing its effects on predators
and prey.
Students will create a basic model where they will have the following variables which
they can adjust to see their effects:
Students already have a basic background on how to use Agent Sheets from a previous
activity.
The teacher will help the students start the model by going over what agents they will
need and what the actions and conditions for each one might be. With this he will break
down the class in pairs and have those proficient in Agent Sheets serve as helpers during
class.
Variable
Grass

Rabbit

Wolf

Action
a)Grass grows
b)grass disappears when
rabbit eats it
a)rabbit moves randomly
b)rabbit dies when it
encounters a wolf
c)rabbit reproduces when
it sees another rabbit
d)rabbit dies if it does not
eat

Modifications
a)grass could dry up if no
water is introduced

a)wolf moves randomly
b)wolf eats rabbit when it
is next to it
c)wolf does not eat grass
d)wolf reproduces when it
sees another rabbit next to
it

a) wolf dies if it does not
eat.
b)wolf dies if certain
population of wolves is
reached

a)rabbit multiplies only
when it sees a rabbit of
opposite sex
b)rabbits die if certain
number of rabbits is reached

***Only bold options are currently enable in the Agent Sheets project

Questions students should be able to answer based on their simulation runs
1. What happens when the probability of mating for the rabbit is increased/
decreased?
2. What happens when the probability of mating for the wolf is increased/
decreased?

3. If the population of rabbits increases/decreases what happens to the population of
wolves?
4. If the population of wolves increases/ decreases what happens to the population of
wolves?
5. What factor those the grass play in the scenario?
6. What other variations could be introduced to the model that could affect the
population sizes?
7. Pick one variable not included or presented in the class and modify the predatorprey model to represent that modification.

Assesment:

5pt
Questions

All
answered

modeling

programing

Time

Student
uses the
model to
answer the
questions
Students
changes
parameters
effectively

Student
finish
activity on
allocated
time
Creativeness Students is
creative in
his/her ideas

4pt

3pt

1
One
missing missing
and others
incomplete
Students
uses model
half the
time

Students is
able to
modify
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variables
Student is
one day
late

Student ask
for help
from
friends

2pt
More than
2
incomplete

1pt
Pooly
answered/completed/
missing
Student does not
uses the model to
answer the questions

Students has no idea
on how to modify
the variables but
understand what
they will do if
modified
Student is late more
than 3 days

Student copies ideas
directly from friends

